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Beer Jug Sock Black

For the love of afterwork drinks, the Beer Jug Sock by Tarocash will take you from the office to 
Friday evening work drinks with ease. Designed with a reinforced toe, these socks are also soft 
and comfortable. These socks can be worn in the office or on the weekend with boots or lace up 

dress shoes.

$9.99

Hatherton Silk Floral Tie Pink
Crafted from pure silk, the Hatherton Silk Floral Tie by Tarocash will have you looking sharp and 
sophisticated at your next event. Designed to add a splash of colour, this tie is a versatile piece 

that can be worn with any colour suit.
$49.99

Van Slim Linen Stretch Suit Jacket SKy

Designed to offer your formal look versatility and functionality, the Van Slim Linen Stretch Suit 
Jacket features light, breathable, linen blend fabric and stretch features that allows you to 

appreciate your occasion without distraction. Build your ensemble with stylish dress pants, long 
sleeve shirts and shoes or coordinate your look with the matching Van Slim Linen Stretch Pant. 

Look sharp at your evening event, guesting at a wedding or wherever your day takes you.

$199.99

Ulto Slim Short Pebble
Be ready for those warmer days ahead with the Ulto Short. Tailored for a slim fit for a cut that's 
tailored to the body, these casual shorts can be effortlessly styled with a polo shirt and smart 

casual shoes.
$79.99

Sausage Dog Sock Sand
Add a dash of humour to the everyday grind wtih the Sausage Dog Sock by Tarocash. Not just 
for dog lovers, these socks are incredibly soft and feature a reinforced toe for added comfort. 

These socks are sure to bring character to any suiting or chino ensemble.
$9.99

Speed Sock Navy
Make a speedy statement in the Speed Sock by Tarocash. Designed with a splash of humour, 
these socks can be worn in the office or on the weekend with lace up dress shoes or boots. 

Designed with a reinforced toe, they are comfortable and soft and with every wear.
$9.99

Game On Sock Black Add a bit of character with the Game On Sock by Tarocash. Offering both a comfortable and 
breathable fit, these socks offer a subtle way to make a statement for your 9-5. $9.99
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Pelican Sock Grey Marle
Create a statement with the Pelican Socks by Tarocash. Designed to be soft, these socks add 
humour to your everyday grind. Pair with your favourite lace up shoes or boots to complete the 

look.
$9.99

Santos Stretch Floral Shirt Black

Experience the right balance of style, colour and comfortable fit. Featuring premium stretch, a 
floral pattern and a classic regular fit this is the perfect shirt for the modern man looking for style 
and comfort without restriction. Complete a style with Tarocash's range of shorts, chinos, jeans 

and accessories.

$79.99

Glover Slim Stretch Leaf Shirt White

Designed for the modern man, the Glover Slim Stretch Leaf Shirt offers style without restriction 
with stretch fabric and flattering slim fit. A stylish leaf pattern and comfortable fabric, this shirt is 
perfect addition to the modern man's wardrobe. Lace up a pair of sleek Tarocash shoes or add 

the final touches to your style with something from our range of accessories.

$89.99

Cruz Driving Shoe Navy

Designed with luxurious European suede, the Cruz Drivin Shoe by Tarocash boasts a slip on 
design with a slip resistant sole. This shoe has also been designed to be water resistant, making 

them the ideal shoe no matter the conditions. Ideal for all smart to formal occasions, the Cruz 
Driving Shoe will ensure you are looking sharp at every event.

$129.99

Norton Dress Loafer Black
Smarten up your look with the Norton Dress Loafer by Tarocash. Perfect for the office and 

formal events on the weekend such as cocktail parties, the races and weddings, these loafers 
will have you covered and looking suave.

$159.99

Lucas Boat Shoe Tan

Repeat best seller. The Lucas lace-up features a textured upper with a comfortable sole. 
Featuring brushed metal hardware for a smart finish, this boat shoe is easy to wear with chinos 

or shorts. $89.99

Essential Bow Tie Champagne Satin tie perfect for more formal occasions. $29.99
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Bow Tie Plain Emerald Textured plain bow tie available in 4 colours black, blue, burgundy and red. $29.99

Essential Tie Red Best-selling essential tie available in 14 colours: black, navy, emerald, charcoal, red, pink, lilac, 
burgundy, bronze, rose, chocolate, rust and new season colours iris and mint. $29.99

Baldwin Pocket Square Blue Sleek and stylish, the Baldwin Pocket Square is the perfect way to finish off any formal look. $19.99

Enzo Textured Lace Up Shoe Tan

Bring the smart to smart-casual with the Enzo Textured Lace Up Shoe. Designed with comfort in 
mind, these shoes are versatile and comfortable. Pair with your favourite jeans, chinos or 

tailored shorts for smart casual look. $129.99

Jonah Dress Shoe Tan This shoe offers a modern finish that works from day to night. This shoe is a versatile everyday 
classic and can be paired with trousers for work, special occasions and formal events. $159.99

ANDROS VISCOSE LEAF SHIRT WHITE

The perfect summer and warm weather shirt for the modern man. Designed from 100% viscose 
fabric with a leaf pattern, the Andros Viscose Leaf Shirt focuses on comfort. Soft, breathable 

and light, this short sleeve shirt is perfect for warmer occasions by the pool or summer 
afternoons. Easily styled with a pair of Tarocash chinos, loafers and shorts for a warm weather 

look.

$79.99

TESINO VISCOSE STRIPE SHIRT MIDNIGHT

The right look speaks volumes. The Tesino Viscose Stripe Shirt features a classic regular fit and 
single collar with a modern stripe pattern and short sleeves that is perfect for warmer 

afternoons, garden parties, poolside or for everyday wear. Embrace the smaller details by 
completing your style with a sleek accessory fit for the modern gentleman or explore a more 

casual fit by matching your new shirt with a pair of shorts or classic denim jeans.

$79.99
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BILLBAO VISCOSE SHIRT WHITE
For a more refined style and fit trust the Bilbao Viscose Shirt from Tarocash. With the right shirt, 
creating a trendy, modern look is effortless. Style your outfit with Tarocash's collection of formal 

to casual pants or slip on a pair of smart loafers.
$79.99

BEER JUG SOCK CHOCOLATE 

For the love of afterwork drinks, the Beer Jug Sock by Tarocash will take you from the office to 
Friday evening work drinks with ease. Designed with a reinforced toe, these socks are also soft 
and comfortable. These socks can be worn in the office or on the weekend with boots or lace up 

dress shoes.

$9.99

VAN SLIM LINEN STRETCH SHIRT SKY

Designed to offer your formal look versatility and functionality, the Van Slim Linen Stretch Suit 
Jacket features light, breathable, linen blend fabric and stretch features that allows you to 

appreciate your occasion without distraction. Build your ensemble with stylish dress pants, long 
sleeve shirts and shoes or coordinate your look with the matching Van Slim Linen Stretch Pant. 

Look sharp at your evening event, guesting at a wedding or wherever your day takes you.

$199.99

Rassa Leaf Shirt White

Focus on style and function for a sharper, warmer weather look with the Rassa Leaf Shirt. 
Engineered from 100% cotton fabric, this shirt features soft and light feel while maintaining a 
comfortable regular fit that is great for the modern gentleman throughout the warmer months. 
Find a style for your spring garden party or the afternoon poolside by pairing your new cotton 

shirt with breathable linen shorts, trendy chinos, classic denim jeans or a pair of Tarocash 
loafers.

$79.99

Ulto Slim Short Pebble

Be ready for those warmer days ahead with the Ulto Short. Tailored for a slim fit for a cut that's 
tailored to the body, these casual shorts can be effortlessly styled with a polo shirt and smart 

casual shoes. $79.99

Gallagher Slim Stretch Shirt Mint
Crafted from premium stretch fabric, the Gallagher Slim Stretch Shirt is crafted to be 

comfortable and breathable. Tailored for a slim fit, this versatile shirt can be worn for events on 
the weekend or in the office for the daily grind.

$89.99

Jason Muscle Fit Shirt Lilac
Sleek and smart, the Jason offers a fitted cut that is tailored to the shape of the body. This short 

sleeve shirt is effortlessly styled with fitted pants and leather shoes, perfect for any weekend 
outing.

$79.99
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Cooper Slim Check Pant Silver
Update your wardrobe with the effortlessly stylish Cooper Slim Check Pant. With a slim fit and 
check print, this pant is perfect for weekend wear, or can be styled up with a dress shirt and 

smart shoes for a more formal look.
$99.99

Aruba Paisley Print Shirt Khaki
Polished meets casual with this short sleeve shirt. Offering an understated and modern paisley 

pattern, this shirt is the perfect addition to be worn for smart-casual events. Pair with smart 
chinos or dark jeans for all smart casual affairs.

$79.99

Sonix Stripe Tee Black

Designed with 100% cotton fabric the Sonix Stripe Tee is the perfect everyday piece. 
Comfortable, breathable and featuring a stripe pattern, this Tarocash t-shirt is ideal for off duty 

days or more casual moments. Layer your new look with a jumper, knitwear or jacket and a pair 
of classic denim jeans.

$39.99

Wiltshire Linen Blazer Mint
The final layer of your formal ensemble, the Wiltshire Linen Blazer focuses on giving you a 

sleek, modern look. Whether you are stepping into a summer wedding, a day at the races or 
need to bring something more to your office attire, this blazer offers a fit just right for you.

$199.99

Benji Stretch Short Cobalt
Be Summer ready with the Benji Short. This shorts feature stretch material making it the ideal 

comfort when the weather is warmer. Style with casual shirt or t-shit with loafers for the ultimate 
smart casual summer look.

$79.99

Robbie Pure Linen Shirt Cobalt

Be fresh and on trend this summer with this soft and breathable pure linen shirt. This versatile 
shirt can be worn with shorts, chinos and jeans and is a wardrobe essential for the warmer 

months and can be worn for all smart-casual events. $79.99

Billy Pure Linen Shirt Mint
Crafted from 100% Linen, the Billy Pure Linen Shirt is soft, breathable and a versatile piece for 
any gentleman's wardrobe. This shirt comes in a range of colours and can be worn with chinos, 

chino shorts or with your favourite pair of jeans to create an effortless smart-casual look
$79.99
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Marley Stretch Leaf Shirt White
Experience the comfort and style of the Marley Stretch Leaf Shirt which features a modern leaf 
print. The perfect addition to your classy summer or warm weather ensemble. Effortlessly style 

your new shirt with a pair of Tarocash chinos or shorts.
$79.99

Santos Stretch Floral Shirt Black

Experience the right balance of style, colour and comfortable fit. Featuring premium stretch, a 
floral pattern and a classic regular fit this is the perfect shirt for the modern man looking for style 
and comfort without restriction. Complete a style with Tarocash's range of shorts, chinos, jeans 

and accessories.
$79.99

Ulto Slim Short Teal
Be ready for those warmer days ahead with the Ulto Short. Tailored for a slim fit for a cut that's 
tailored to the body, these casual shorts can be effortlessly styled with a polo shirt and smart 

casual shoes.
$79.99

Sundown Stretch Leaf Shirt White
A summer & spring time classic, the Sundown Stretch Leaf Shirt is perfect for a smarter warm 

weather look by the pool, at the races or Sunday evening. Create a fuller, modern look by 
pairing your new shirt with shorts, chinos and a pair of Tarocash loafers.

$79.99

Brodey Linen Shirt Mocha

The new summer essential, this linen shirt is a necessity for all your summer events and 
holidays. Featuring a button-down collar and two chest pockets, this modern take on the linen 

shirt makes it a versatile piece that will carry you through all of summer. Pair with your favourite 
set of tailored shorts, chinos or jeans with a pair of white sneakers or slip-on shoes.

$89.99

Rhymes Denim Short Light Blue
The weather is warming up, time to update your pant collection with the Rhymes Knit Denim 

Short. Featuring vintage washed look, button closure and rolled hem. Style with a tee, polo or 
casual shirt for a smart casual look.

$79.99

Hatherton Silk Floral Tie Pink
Crafted from pure silk, the Hatherton Silk Floral Tie by Tarocash will have you looking sharp and 
sophisticated at your next event. Designed to add a splash of colour, this tie is a versatile piece 

that can be worn with any colour suit.
$49.99
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Ulto Slim Short Mint
Be ready for those warmer days ahead with the Ulto Short. Tailored for a slim fit for a cut that's 
tailored to the body, these casual shorts can be effortlessly styled with a polo shirt and smart 

casual shoes.
$79.99

Rio Floral Shirt Mint

Crafted with 100% cotton fabric the Rio Floral Shirt balances style and comfort. As the weather 
warms up keep your looking your best with featured floral patterns, soft feel and a regular fit. 
Looking for a stylish outfit for the modern gentleman? Co-ordinate you new short sleeve shirt 

with a pair of light linen shorts, loafers or sleek chinos.

$79.99

Robbie Pure Linen Shirt Mocha

Be fresh and on trend this summer with this soft and breathable pure linen shirt. This versatile 
shirt can be worn with shorts, chinos and jeans and is a wardrobe essential for the warmer 

months and can be worn for all smart-casual events. $79.99

Beau Textured Tee Black
Versatile and modern, the Beau Texture Tee is a perfect layering piece, off duty casual top or as 
a base for your outfit. Every modern man needs a comfortable, function and reliable t-shirt that 

fits well.
$34.99

Avoca Leaf Shirt White

Prepare your warmer weather wardrobe with a spring & summer style that will make sure the 
modern man is looking his best no matter the occasion. Crafted from 100% cotton fabric and 

featuring a leaf pattern this short sleeve shirt styles comfortably with shorts or chinos, and can 
be matched with a pair of Tarocash shoes for a complete outfit.

$79.99

Beau Textured Tee Natural
Versatile and modern, the Beau Texture Tee is a perfect layering piece, off duty casual top or as 
a base for your outfit. Every modern man needs a comfortable, function and reliable t-shirt that 

fits well.
$34.99

Jayden Reversible Prong Belt Tan/Black

Be covered for any outfit with the Jayden Reversible Prong Belt by Tarocash. Featuring both tan 
and black, this belt can be styled effortlessly with any black or tan shoe. Designed for smart and 

formal wear, this belt can be worn for the Monday to Friday grind or on the weekends to the 
races, weddings and other events.

$49.99
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Sammy Lace Up Shoe Black
Make a statement in the warmer months in the Sammy Lace Up Shoe. Featuring an intricate 

woven detail, these slip on shoes will have you looking suave and fresh from the pool side to the 
bar. Pair with chinos, jeans or chino shorts for an on-trend and effortless smart-casual look.

$89.99

Simmonds Check Linen Shirt White

Subtle and modern, the Simmonds Check Linen Shirt offers a breathable, light and stylish linen 
fabric. Whether it is a warm summer afternoon, a Friday evening dinner or a day at the races, 

this long sleeve linen shirt has you covered. Looking to style up your linen shirt? Create a refine 
look with a pair of chinos and loafers or take semi-casual with a pair of classic denim jeans.

$89.99

Billy Pure Linen Shirt Lilac
Crafted from 100% Linen, the Billy Pure Linen Shirt is soft, breathable and a versatile piece for 
any gentleman's wardrobe. This shirt comes in a range of colours and can be worn with chinos, 

chino shorts or with your favourite pair of jeans to create an effortless smart-casual look.
$89.99

Moray Slim Stretch Shirt Natural

Experience a classic piece with a modern style. The Moray Slim Stretch Shirt offers a flattering 
slim fit that contours the body with forgiving stretch fabric for the man on the go. The subtle 

pattern and contrast trim offers a contemporary addition to timeless long sleeve look. Bring you 
outfit full circle by pairing your new shirt with trousers, chinos and shoes from Tarocash's 

versatile and wide collection of menswear. Perfect for any smart or casual occasion.

$89.99

Homage Textured Slide Black

Bring smart to smart casual in the Homage Textured Slide by Tarocash. Designed to bring luxe 
into kicking back on the weekend, these slides have an easy slip on design to ensure you are 

always remaining sharp. Designed to be worn across an array of casual to smart casual outfits, 
these slides are perfect for holidays away, boat parties or poolside bars.

$79.99


